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Abstract 

For the detection of structural damage, sensors in traditional non-destructive testing 
(NDT) are usually working in a quasi-linear mode, i.e. there is essentially a smooth 
relationship between damage size and sensor output. Therefore, when sensing devices 
are permanently embedded in engineering structures as Structural Health Monitoring 
(SHM) systems, the performance is limited by baseline variations and by complicate 
signals arising from complex structures. This further means that elaborated on-line data 
processing as well as high-end hardware components are required including power 
supply and facilities for data storage and processing. However, those quite complex set-
ups prevent the fast and efficient implementation of SHM, especially in aircraft 
systems, also because of the limited coverage, the complicate certification strategy and 
finally the uncertain return-on-investment. 

Highly non-linear sensing devices, partially reported in the literature and even 
operational in actual applications (alarm wires in bleed air tubes, crack gauges or 
percolation sensors), might establish solutions for many of these above mentioned 
obstacles since these sensing devices just start to be active when a certain degree of 
damage has already been reached. Using this procedure, the usual baseline variations 
and meaningless signals due to interferences are effectively suppressed to a great extent.  

This paper reports some detecting principles that are applied in actual or potential 
applications and gives an outlook on the potential description in terms of the probability 
of detection. These detecting principles here are usually based on electrical 
conductivity. Furthermore, from the point of material science, different categories and 
processes are outlined that can be applied for monitoring different cases of material 
failure.  

Working examples presented cover structures in the floor section of operational aircraft 
to detect corrosive liquids (Boeing 737-500, Boeing 747-400) as well as very long 
sensing wires for detecting the water ingress in pipeline insulations of chemical plants.  
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1 A POSSIBLE CLASSIFICATION FOR HIGHLY NON-LINEAR SENSING 
DEVICES 

Highly non-linear sensing devices are according to our understanding devices that only 
detect a limited damage range, or even only one certain damage size. They are in this way 
analogous to the electrical fuses that just report a certain overcurrent without providing further 
information on the specific amount of harmful electricity that was actually above the threshold. 

 

 

Figure 1: Principal scheme of highly non-linear sensing devices in contrast to a quasi-linear sensor. 

The severe limitation of much of these non-linear sensing devices is that they are only 
sensitive to a certain damage range is counterbalanced by the enormous signal to noise ratio 
which can in practical terms be close to infinity. Therefore, especially for the concept of 
damage tolerance, non-linear sensing devices offer a couple of interesting options. 

 
It needs to be emphasised that we consider non-linear sensing devices in a wider sense, i.e. 

not only for directly determining material damage in engineering structures, but also for 
leakage monitoring in tubing systems indirectly indicating structural damage of pipes or just 
lose fittings. 

 
To obtain highly non-linear sensing devices behaviour all physical phenomena can be used 

that show some kind of a) discontinuous behaviour when a certain external parameter relevant 
for damage detection is considered. Furthermore, b) the change of the corresponding sensor 
response should ideally proceed over many orders of magnitude. The scale in Figure 1 can thus 
also be interpreted as logarithmic scale.  

 
In a rough classification, these discontinuities, “large-effect” phenomena can roughly be 

subdivided into three categories, a) mechanical fracture, b)  phase transitions and d) chemical 
degradation. Moreover, for the case that electric current is used as the measuring principle, all 
phenomena are more or less related to percolation conductivity.  
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As an example for mechanical fracture, we would refer to crack gauges, i.e. electrical or 

optical devices that break under mechanical load exerted by the respective crack. These types 
of crack gauges are partially commercially available and there are also concepts to use them in 
structural health monitoring (SHM) on a continuous base.  

 
Another interesting example are the comparative vacuum monitoring (CVM) gauges [1] 

where a loss of vacuum is monitored as a function of crack propagation. A similar concept is 
using pressure-medium-filled capillaries inside a material obtained by additive manufacturing 
[2]. Also here a drop of pressure indicates the presence of a crack, but now, the pressurised 
path is inside the material under investigation.  

 
Phase transitions as sensing principle include among others melting processes, solid state 

modifications and glass transitions. For bleed air systems in aircraft, alarm wires are used, so- 
called Fenwal elements [3], that contain an eutectic salt mixture that melts at the target 
temperature creating a shortcut between electrodes. Furthermore, solid state modifications in 
graphite are applied in PTC (positive temperature coefficient) [4] elements that protect electric 
circuits against overheat. Finally, the water absorption in water barrier sensors is triggered by 
the lyotropic glass transition of polyvinyl alcohol [5]. Those phase transitions sometimes 
follow sorption processes, such as water sorption in the previous case. Also the detection of 
fuel leakage is possible, in this case water-absorbing elastomers are used to interrupt electrical 
percolation conductivity [5].  

 
Chemical degradation processes also offer interesting options for monitoring, e.g. when 

metallic wires or filaments are used to detect corrosive conditions in engineering structures [6]. 
Moreover, small amounts of hydraulic liquids from leaking aircraft tubes can be monitored via  
the solvation of conductive acrylic composites [5] because phosphate-ester based hydraulic 
liquids dissolve acrylic polymers. 
 
2 TRADITIONAL POD-ANALYSIS 

Whether a certain material feature is a damage or just a peculiar material property is a 
question of definition and depends on the purpose for which the material is used, finally 
described by its set of specifications.  

 
When the visual detection of failures is not sufficient, appropriate devices e.g. based on 

ultrasonic or eddy current technology, need to be in place to non-destructively detect and 
quantify potential defects. The rate of inspections depends on the required reliability of 
materials and structures and is furthermore determined by material properties itself as well as 
the environmental and working conditions. 

 
Consequently, the reliability of materials and structures is a function of the quality and the 

frequency of inspections carried out by non-destructive testing. In this way, a certain NDT 
device must be able to detect all relevant failures and they also need to be detected before 
serious malfunctioning of the corresponding engineering structures can be expected. 

 
Since a few decades there is an increasing demand to characterise the capabilities of NDT 

equipment not only in terms of a criterion, such as, “ … defects larger than 1 mm can be 
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detected … ” but by a more sophisticated and comprehensive approach which is finally enabled 
by statistical engineering. Here, the rather simple “detection threshold” is extended by a 
formalism where every potential defect size is correlated to a certain probability that this defect 
is also actually detected, including the corresponding confidence intervals. This approach 
essentially considers all major factors that might influence a measurement, including the 
average technical skills of the operational staff.  

 
The performance of a particular NDT technology is thus ideally characterised by the 

“probability of detection (POD)” which is a statistical function describing - for every damage 
size - the probability to detect this specific kind of defect. To obtain such POD curves, 
sufficient test measurements using pre-defined failures need to be performed and in ideal 
circumstances, those test series are performed on different coupons, by different operators 
using different devices having the same specifications. Moreover, also the background noise 
has to be considered for deriving POD curves as they contribute to the “false positives”. In 
most cases, parallel to the POD value, an appropriate confidence interval is provided. 

 
In general, two principal approaches exist. The first one is the established hit/miss analysis, 

i.e. for every given defect, a sufficient number of tests are performed and one counts and 
compares the cases “existing defect detected” versus “existing defect not detected” (Figure 2, 
left). This analysis needs to be performed for a sufficient range of damage sizes and those 
purely binary data sets “Yes” versus “No” are further analysed by binary statistics. 

  
Figure 2: The POD for Hit/Miss (left) and â vs. a (right) analysis [adapted from [7]] 

The other principal approach analyses big sets of real sensor data, called â (a-hat) versus 
the real damage sizes, annotated by a. Finally, from the slope and the scattering of the curve, 
using generalized linear regression methods (GLM), a non-binary POD curve can be obtained 
(Figure 2, right) [7] including the corresponding confidence intervals. 

 
It is important to mention the general linear regression requires some conditions to be 

fulfilled. The damage sizes used in modelling must be correct, i.e. there must be a reference 
method that is much more accurate than the NDT method under investigation, the sensor data 
versus damage size are quasi linear (also semi-logarithmic presentations are allowed) and that 
the data are not censored, i.e. in the important data range, no limiting boundary conditions 
exist. Finally, the scattering of data related to e.g. background noise etc. needs to be quite 
uniform over the whole range investigated. 
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3 POTENTIAL POD FORMALISM FOR HIHGLY NON-LINEAR SENSING 
DEVICES 

3.1 Motivation 

Nevertheless, although the POD analysis is well-developed and established for traditional 
NDT, in the case of structural health monitoring [8]. This should in particular apply to highly 
non-linear sensing devices that are working in a way that they are ideally insensitive to baseline 
variations and non-relevant small damage sizes. They however reacts over many orders of 
magnitude in the case that the target damage is reached and from that point on, it is again 
insensitive to bigger damage sizes. This is completely in contrast to quasi-linear (log-linear) 
sensors that provide data with similar accuracy over a larger range of potential damage sizes. 

 
In qualitative terms, it becomes clear that the probability of detection for such kind of 

devices is similar to a kind of normalised delta function, i.e. it is zero over the whole axis 
except in the range of the target size. In practice, one could imagine a kind of a narrow Gauss 
function around the target damage size. 

 
An interesting approach was presented by Roach and co-workers when considering the POD 

of the meanwhile established comparative vacuum monitoring CVM) devices [1] that also 
work following the principle of highly non-linear sensing devices. Here, for a given crack 
indication (hit), the corresponding crack lengths was determined that was found for the “hit” 
event and from that distribution, a POD curve was derived including the 95% confidence 
bounds. That POD curve provided is however limited in the sense that there is no information 
on the propagation of cracks. 

 
A related example is given by commercial crack propagation gauges that consist of a series 

of electrical wires that are adhesively bonded to the structure under investigation. Those crack 
wires will successively break with proceeding crack size (Figure 4). The data obtained can be 
described by a stair-like function of resistances or voltages, the corresponding POD curve 
should also be a kind of a series of narrow Gauss-distributions whereby every curve marks a 
certain “digitised” crack size. 

 
From an intuitive point of view, POD curve for highly non-linear sensing devices appears 

to be in some way correlated to the absolute value of the first derivative of the curve, i.e. a stair 
function leads to a normalised delta function etc. 

 
The principal question is whether a rigorous analysis of highly non-linear sensing devices 

would make sense, the sensor behaviour is not quasi linear, the data are strictly censored and 
the scattering is potentially larger in the range where the highly non-linear sensing devices is 
going to break. 

 
From the practical point of view the answer is yes, also highly non-linear sensing devices 

do not measure “sharp”, their operation depends on environmental parameters, adhesive 
contacts can fail and also the read-out hardware will not be perfect, this means a statistical 
analysis would definitely make sense. The final target of such an analysis would be to illustrate 
the use of highly non-linear sensing devices in more complex structures, here when reliability 
and safety depends on a sufficient large network of highly non-linear sensing devices. Then, 
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all individual POD’s contribute to a more global description of the reliability of the whole 
system. 

3.2 Example for crack detection 

A typical example for a highly non-linear sensing devices is given by crack propagation 
gauges. They are glued on the area of investigation. They are e.g. used at fatigue testing to 
follow the crack propagation at a known crack initiation point [9]. Those gauges when obtained 
from commercial sources usually consist of a series of metallic wires that successively break 
leading to a stepwise change of the overall electrical resistance that can in practice also be 
measured by a typical voltage drop. 

  

Figure 3: Slat Track from Airbus A 320 with installed crack gauges that are partially overpainted. 

The response of crack gauges attached to a slat track from an Airbus A 320 (Figure 3) is 
shown in Figure 4. The data represent a typical section of a plot provided from a crack 
propagation gauge adhesively bonded to a slat track of an Airbus A320 recorded at a fatigue 
load test. The positions of the respective cracks passed are clearly visible and the signal-to-
noise ratio is highly sufficient to clearly identify that position. 

 

Figure 4: Readings from crack propagation gauges. The distance between two steps is 0,25 mm. 

Note, the signal measured is an integral signal over all crack gauges that are still intact, i.e. 
the conductivity of all remaining crack gauges in the series contributes to that signal. If crack 
gauges would be evaluated independently, then the jump in voltage would be greater, this is 
even more the case when electrical resistance is monitored which jumps from several Ohm to 
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infinite values. 
 
Within the intervals between the periodic “steps”, the crack gauges are essentially 

insensitive to crack propagation, thus, one can state that those highly non-linear sensing devices 
establish a kind of “digitisation” of material testing. This is an interesting analogy to the digital 
data world, here we have a loss of resolution compensated by a gain in faultless, digitised signal 
transmission. Due to the lack of relevant scattered data, the POD curve can only be sketched, 
thus, the potential, intuitive POD curve for the present case would most probably look like the 
hypothetical plot in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Potential POD curve for a crack propagation gauge. 

We already hypothesised that in such cases the POD is in some way correlated to the first 
derivative of the signal damage curve. The first derivative of the corresponding curve signal-
damage curve (Figure 5) is given in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: First derivative of the sensor signal indicating cracking wires as a function of the simulated flight 
numbers to show potential correlation to the POD curve. 
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However, as the real crack size is unknown the first derivative of the sensor curve with 
damage size cannot be directly obtained. It can however be assumed that the crack size is 
closely related to the simulated number of flights and for that quantity a numerical derivation 
was performed which is plotted in the section on the theoretical approach. 

4.3 Example for a water barrier sensor for leakage detection 

Another example indicating leakage at water barriers after structural damage/malfunction 
are sensing materials that drastically change their electrical conductivity during swelling when 
in contact with an appropriate solvent. This phenomenon can be used for the reliable detection 
of the presence of that particular liquid. Also here, the material is relatively insensitive to those 
liquid molecules at low concentration, but at a certain point, the so-called percolation 
conductivity will be interrupted [10]. 

 

Figure 7: Set-up of determining the electrical resistance of a composite based on a PVA matrix. 

In the specific example (Figure 7 and Figure 8), the hydrophilic matrix material is polyvinyl 
alcohol and the solvent is water. The conductive particle consist of titanium carbo-nitride 
(TiCN). The signal is obtained as the resistance as a function of the humidity and the threshold 
of interest is in the range of RH=80% because cooling down towards the dew point, water 
vapour condensates providing a solvent for the corrosive electrolytes.  

 
Interestingly, after that point, the resistance is decaying again due to the presence of an 

increasing amount of water which also contributes to the remaining electrical conductivity. The 
important message is however that the sensor response between the dry state (appr. between 
RH=0…60%) and the wet state (RH>80%) differs by almost 6 orders of magnitude (see dotted 
horizontal lines) giving this material real a highly non-linear character. 
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Figure 8: Electrical resistance of a composite indicating wet conditions as a function of the relative humidity, 
RH. The composite consists of conductive ceramics TiCN and the organic polymer polyvinyl alcohol. At 

approximately RH=80%, a lyotropic percolation threshold is observed related to a strong change of electrical 
conductivity [10]. 

The question is also here whether a potential POD curve could intuitively be constructed. An 
important fact is that due to the design of the sensing material, the electrical resistance between 
RH=0 and RH=58% is not a strictly increasing or decaying function of the humidity and there 
is thus no possibility to use this as a proper humidity gauge. The POD would by definition be 
zero in that range. On the other hand, one can clearly see that finally at RH=85% there is a 
clear indication of wetting behaviour, i.e. all other reasons of the sensing material to increase 
the resistance (except of extreme mechanical strain) can be neglected. 

 

Figure 9: Potential POD curve for the given water barrier sensor. 

Also for the present case, the question exist whether the hypothesis might be valid that the 
POD of highly non-linear sensing devices is related to the first derivative of the signal damage 
curve.  Note that there were not so much data points available for a proper calculus. 
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Figure 10: Absolute value of the first derivative of the sensor signal as a function of humidity.  

Finally, also here the first derivative appears to be correlated with the intuitive POD curve, a 
consolidated POD curve will be provided after a series of tests that are running at the 
moment.  

4 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

4.1 Water Barrier sensor in aircraft 

An interesting working example is the detection of corrosive liquids in the floor section of 
operational aircraft (Boeing 737-500, Boeing 747-400). Here, the detection of the presence of 
corrosive liquids is an important option to prevent corrosion at early stages [11].  

 
For that purpose, extended wire-sensors were implemented into the floor structures that 

consist of the sensing materials mentioned under 2.3. That sensing wires are in service since 
more than four years and the presence of such liquids could reliably be reported. 

 

Figure 11: Extended wire sensor in floor structures of a Boeing 737-530. 

A typical example of obtained results is shown in (Figure 11). It can clearly be seen that in 
the galley area certain “wetting events” occur showing faulty isolations. It is interesting that 
the wetness temporally disappears, most probably the water was distributed along the whole 
sensor wire which has hygroscopic properties and acts temporarily as a water buffer. In this 
sense, it can also easily be seen that the baseline increases gradually. These plots give a clear 
key to the maintenance team that the sealing should be repaired at the next occasion. 

 
At the moment, three operational airliners were equipped with these sensing wires having 
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an integral sensor length of approximately 50 meters. Moreover, wetness sensors for detecting 
condensation water in insulation blankets have already been certified for a project on a Boeing 
747-8i and implementation is expected in the near future.   

4.2 Monitoring wetness in outdoor-pipelines in a chemical plant 

Long sensing wires (25 meters) for detecting the water ingress in pipeline insulations were 
installed within a chemical plant. The sensing material was very similar to the system described 
in the previous section [12].  

 
To ease the maintenance operations, the resistance data were obtained by a wireless node 

transmitting the signal (ENV-Link-mini-LXRS, LORD MicroStrain) to a distant receiver 
(WSDA-Base-101-LXRS) where it was coupled into an internet connection (Figure 12). In the 
present set-up the sampling interval is 10 minutes and the data are analysed in a control unit 
80 km far away from the pipeline. 

 
At the moment, the system is also tested with a wireless mesh and RFID read-out facilities 

to check-out the best performance concerning sampling rate, accuracy, comfort and cost. 
 

 
 Figure 12: Implementation of percolation based wetness sensors in isolations at BASF Antwerp and data flow 

from sensor to remote host at the KU Leuven (University of Leuven). 

Over a period of approximately 12 month the response of the sensor was compared to local 
climate information on rain fall and humidity and sections with faulty insulations were clearly 
identified. A typical example is shown in Figure 13 where the sensor response is shown as a 
function of time. After several heavy rain falls the system became wet, after a short period of 
drying, another severe storm finally made that the sensors stayed wet all the time. 

 
Figure 13: Typical data (log resistance versus time) for pipelines with problems in isolations. The measuring 
period in this plot covers approximately half a year. One clearly sees the “digitisation” between dry and wet 

state. 

The results obtained are thus convincing and might already enable adapted maintenance 
procedures such as improved isolations or other measures. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

With this paper, we want to engage and further encourage the use of the formalism for the 
probability of detection (POD) for diverse structural highly non-linear sensing devices. The 
question was posed in as far this makes sense and how the roadmap to obtain a complete 
approach might be reached. Finally, some working examples from our own research were 
shown. 
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